**Bulb Type 2**

Now let's repeat the steps for Bulb Type 2.

Step 1: 

\[
\text{Amount of lights used in one night for one bulb of Type 2} = \frac{0.3}{0.84} \times 1000
\]

Step 2: 

\[
\text{Amount of lights used in one night for one bulb of Type 2} \times 11 = \frac{0.3}{0.84} \times 1000 \times 11 = 397.78
\]

Step 3: 

\[
\text{Energy used in one night for one bulb of Type 2} = \frac{0.3}{0.84} \times 1000 \times 11 = 397.78
\]

Step 4: 

\[
\times 2,000,000 = 795,560
\]

Step 5: 

\[
\text{Amount spent in one night for all bulbs of Type 2} = \frac{0.3}{0.84} \times 1000 \times 11 \times 2,000,000 = 795,560
\]

**Bulb Type 3**

Now let's repeat the steps for Bulb Type 3.

Step 1: 

\[
\text{Amount of lights used in one night for one bulb of Type 3} = \frac{0.3}{0.84} \times 1000
\]

Step 2: 

\[
\text{Amount of lights used in one night for one bulb of Type 3} \times 11 = \frac{0.3}{0.84} \times 1000 \times 11 = 397.78
\]

Step 3: 

\[
\text{Energy used in one night for one bulb of Type 3} = \frac{0.3}{0.84} \times 1000 \times 11 = 397.78
\]

Step 4: 

\[
\times 2,000,000 = 795,560
\]

Step 5: 

\[
\text{Amount spent in one night for all bulbs of Type 3} = \frac{0.3}{0.84} \times 1000 \times 11 \times 2,000,000 = 795,560
\]

**Totals**

Finally, let's look at our city as a whole and calculate the total amount of energy, money, and greenhouse gases saved each night:

- **Energy Saved (kWh):**
- **Cost Saved ($10):**
- **Carbon Footprint Saved (kg):**

**Grand Total:**

**Congrats! You did it!**